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Abstract

This paper shows one and two dimensional active linear modeling of cochlear biomechanics using Hspice. The 
advantage of the Hspice modeling is that the cochlear biomechanics may be implemented into an analog IC chip. This 

paper explains in detail how to transform the physical cochlear biomechanics to the electrical circuit model and how 
to represent the circuit in Hspice code. There are some circuit design rules to make the Hspice code to be executed 

properly.
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I. Introduction

Since von Bekesy first time experimentally analyzed the 
electrical functioning of the cochlea in 1938, not only 
physiological but also morphological researches have been done 
about the cochlea] 1 丄 The measurement of the otoacoustic 
emission (OAE) by Kemp in 1970 promoted new approaches for 
the cochlear functioning research because he proved that the 
cochlea actively generated biological energy from inside the 
cochlea[2]. Last decades were tediously spent for searching the 
exact biomechanics of the cochlea. And one of the most 
significant results is that the outer hair cell (OHC) of the cochlea 
has the core role of the active biomechanics of the cochlea[3-5]. 
And the other important res미t is that the sharp frequency 

selectivity of the ear is mainly processed at the organ of corti 
rather than at the matrix of auditory nerves[6-8]. There are two 

important issues to be considered in the cochlear study; 
Frequency Selectivity, Intensity Sensitivity.

Frequency Selectivity: The frequency resolution of the ear is 
very fine. The frequency selectivity of the organ of corti is more
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apparent at near the base than at the apex of the cochlea[9].

Intensity Sensitivity: The human ear shows about 120 dB 
dynamic range in sound intensity sensitivity[10]. The lowest 
sound pressure level of the hearing thresh이d is -10。) dB SPL. 

The ear can endure some explosive high sound intensity such as 
110-120 dB SPL for seconds. This wide dynamic range can be 

explained by the extraordinary biomechanics of the cochlea with 
not only nonlinear amplification but also nonlinear atteniiation 

(suppression) abilities[ll].
The most absolute method fbr the derivation of the cochlear 

biomechanics may be modeling of the cochlea. The more 
precisely tuned cochlear modeling would result in the more 
similar functioning of the cochlea in practice. The cochlear model 
has to pass the comparison process with experimentally measured 
results such as basilar membrane (BM) vibration, OAE, and two 
tone suppression etc.. The more advanced cochlear modeling 

includes the effect of the nonlinear force generation of the OHCs 
as well as the ion channeling of the hair cell stereocilia. Most of 
cochlear models are deductively made in imitation of the 
morphology of the organ of corti[12-14]. Also cochlear models 

can be inductively made from the experimental resdts such as 
frequency threshold curves (FTC). The former approach seems 
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not to be good enough to model fbr the wide dynamic range of 
the cochlea. The later method begins fbr example from an 
electrical active filter model such as sharp and narrow band pass 
(BP) filter, and then modifies the active filter parameters in order 

to get the similar results as the FTCs. The later method may be 
the alternative fbr the shortage of the former approach.

This paper shows one and two dimensional active linear 
modeling of cochlear biomechanics using Hspice[15]. The 
cochlear biomechanical modeling is based on the deductive 

approach as others but is processed using Hspice which is the 

most popular analog electric circuit simulator among electrical 
and electronic engineers. Because Hspice is so generally used for 

active filter design, the shortage of the present cochlear model 
may be supplemented with analog active filters added to the 

present model. This extra filtering may be arbitrary so as to be 
called as second filters. The advantage of the Hspice modeling is 
that the cochlear biomechanics may be implemented into an 
analog IC chip. This paper explains in detail how to transform 
the physical cochlear biomechanics to the electrical circuit model 

and how to represent the circuit in Hspice code.

II. Methods

In physiological mechanisms, the mechanical vibrations 

impinging on the oval window of the cochlea are transmitted 
from the base to the apex through the cochlear fluid which 

causes the BM to vibrate at a characteristic place associated with 
the input acoustic wave frequency. Because adjacent places along 

the length of the BM vibrate in phase with the transmission of 
the fluid, the information of the phase as well as the amplitude 
of the BM displacement are both transmitted to the brain[16]. 
The cochlear biomechanics which include the phase processing of 
the vibrational signal can be modeled by a transmission line 

model of the cochlea[17-19], The one-dimensional linear and 
active model of a cat suggested by Neely and Kim[12] was 
previously transformed to an electrical transmission line model by 
the author[20]. The electrical transmission line model was 
previously solved by the finite difference method (FDM). The 
same model is now extended to two dimensions and solved by 
Hspice in this paper.

The basic idea of Neely and Kim[⑵ fbr the cochlear 
biomechanics may be described as Fig. 1. Two masses coupled 

with four springs describe a simplified model of the segmented 

cochlear partition. Both the BM and the tectorial membrane (TM) 
are attached at the spiral ligament and the spiral limbus 

respectively. This can be described as two masses attached at a 
reference ground by two damped springs. The OHC and the 

stereocilia connect the BM with the TM. This can be also 
described as the two masses coupled by two damped springs in 
series. This mechanical system of two masses with four springs 

resets in the fourth order dynamic mechanics (Appendix 3). The 

active force generated by the OHC is transferred directly to the 
BM as well as indirectly to the TM through the stereocilia. The 

forth order passive resonating system is actively tuned by the 

extra force. Neely and Kim suggested that the OHC generates the 
active force in proportion to the velocity of the OHC stereocilia 
[12].

The mechanical resonant system can be transformed to an 

electrical filter circuit by through/across analogy (Table 1). 
Mechanical variables such as force and velocity are analogies 
with current and voltage. Therefore the independent applied force 

and the dependent active force of the two masses - four springs 
system may be transformed to the independent current source, 
h, and the dependent current source,【ohc , respectively (Fig. 

2). Since the mechanical active force is in proportion to the 

velocity of the OHC stereocilia, 】ohc is depending upon the 

voltage across the stereocilia,卩訂.The actual value of ^ohc is

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) The cross section of the segmented cochlear partition, (b) 

Two masses coupled with four springs describe a simplified 

model of the cochlear biomechanics. BM: Basilar 

Membrane, TM: Tectorial membrane. The OHC and the 

stereocilia connect the BM with the TM.
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Table 1. Me아lanical / Electrical Analogies [21]

Analogy Variables Elements

Through/ 
Across

Force<->Current 
Velocity—Voltage

Mass (M) 一 Capacitance (C) 
Compliance (Cm) 一 Inductance (L) 
Damping (Rm) —Conductance (G)
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Fig. 2. The electrical thro니gh/across analog니e of the two mass and fo니r 

spring system.

the current passing through the OHC impedance,以 and G； 

where I，and G； are an electrical inductor and a conductor in 

analogy with the OHC mechanical compliance and damping. C\, 

以 and G； are a capacitor, an inductor and a conductor in 

analogy with the BM mechanical mass, compliance and resistance

Table 2. Electrical Duality Princi이e [22]

Analogy Variables Elements

Force / 
Flow Current 스T Voltage

Capacitor (C) — Inductor (L) 
Inductor (L) <-» Capacitor (C) 
Conductor (G) — Resistor (R)

Table 3. Mechanical / Electrical Analogies

Analogy Variables Elements

Force / 
Flow

Force-Voltage
V 이 ocity—Current

Applied Force—必
Stereo에 ia

Velocity*-* Asr
OHC A거ive
Forces

Mass (M)—Inductance (L) 
Compliance 

(Cm)—Capacitance (C) 
Damping (Rm>-»Resistance 

(R) 
BM Mass—%] 

BM Compliances^ 
BM Damping*-*^] 

TM Mass*-^^2 
TM Compliances C2 

TM Damping—% 
Stereocilia Compliance—G 

Stereocilia Damping—&3 
OHC Compliances C4 

OHC Damping—R

Fig. 3. (a) The cross section of the segmented cochlear partition, (b) 

The electrical force/flow analogue of the two mass and 

four spring system. I st 트 Q. 卩ohc - P.

respectively. In the same way,and G； are electric 

analogies of the TM elements, and £； and G； are electric 

analogies of the stereocilia elements
The electrical analogue of the two mass and four spring system 

is then converted from the through/across analogy to the 
force/flow analogy by the duality principle (Table 2). Figure 3 
shows the result of the electrical duality principle applied to 
Fig.2.

Twice transformation of the two mass and three spring system 
result in the force/flow active filter circuit as shown in Fig. 3 

which is more obvious physically than the through/across active 
filter circuit as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the impedance of 
the segmented cochlear partition.

The two dimensional transmission line model of the cochlea is 
shown in Fig. 4. The longitudinal length of a cafs cochlea is 
2.5cm. The number of sections in the longitudinal direction, 

x-axis, from the base to the apex is 251 and those in the 
latitudinal direction, z-axis, is 11. Each of the longitudinal section 

of the first latitudinal layer represents the sectional impedance of 
the organ of corti (Fig. 3(b)). And the latitudinal layers 
throughout the whole longitudinal sections represent the fluid of 
the cochlea. The cochlear fluid is assumed to be incompressible 
and inviscid, so that the cochlear fluid is transformed and is 
modeled as a 11 by 251 rectangular matrix shape composed of 

0.5 mH inductors. However very small 20pQ resistors are added 
in series to the fluid inductor in the vertical direction but not in 
the horizontal direction. Those fluid resistors are added o미y for 
proper Hspice execution because Hspice can not solve the 
loop-like inductor circuit without some artificial addition of extra 
passive component such as resistor. The effects of the added 

small fluid resistors are negligible. The fluid resistor is not 
necessary in the horizontal direction. This is the first trick of the 
cochlear modeling and simulation using Hspice. If the latitudinal 
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sections are increased, the value of the fluid inductor becomes 
provisionally smaller. The last longitudinal section after the 251th 
section represents the helicotrema and is modeled as one single 

inductor of 2 mH.
The total electric circuit components are connected via nodes 

of which the number is not superimposed. The independent 
voltage source 卩o is analogy with the sound pressure onto the ear 

drum. If we apply 0 dB SPL sound pressure onto the ear drum 
and the transfer gain between the ear drum and the stapes may 

be 70 [12], the peak-to-peak source voltage would be ^(0 = 

[?0-V2-2£-4]cos(^-z) [V], tois a angular frequency and fis a 

time variable [sec]. The passive impedance components (Lm[H], 
Rm[Q], Cm[F]) represent the middle ear impedances, Zm; 
mductor(mass), resistor(damping), and capacitor(compliance) 

respectively (Appendix 1). LF is cochlear fluid inductance.
Fig. 5 shows the organ of corti longitudinally divided into 

impedance sections. Each impedance section is modeled as 

electric con耳xments such as resistor (R), inductor (L), capacitor 
(C) and dependant voltage source (P). Each sectional impedance, 

Z(v), as a function of x is described in detail in Fig. 5, and 

their quantitative values are derived from the Neely and Kim's 
model (see Appendix 1). I and J represent electric loop currents 
in each section. Subscript number i indicates section numbers. 
The current which flows through the sectional stereocilia 
impedance, that is (Ii-l(t)-Ii(t)), represents the velocity of the 

OHC stereocilia at its corresponding point. The current dependent 
voltage, Pi(t), represents the active force of the OHC, and it is 
proportional to the velocity of the stereocilia, Ii-l(t)-Ji(t), as 
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Fig. 4. Two dimensional transmission line model of th으 cochlea.

N=250. LF=0.5 mH. 5v=2mH

2.5cm
Fig. 5. The organ of corti is longitudinally divided into sections and 

each section is modeled as electric components such as 

resistor (R), inductor (L), capacitor (C) and current dependant 

voltage source (P) [20],

follows;

4 J)=户 R4j -(A-1 (z) 一 Ji (0) 一 J(4-1 (r) 一 Ji (r))d)

R4j and represent characteristic impedances of the OHC. 

X is an amplifying gain constant and the default value of x is 1.0 

for the present study. If x is increased, the model becomes 
unstable, while smaller y produces less sensitivity of the BM 
displacement [12, 20]. The spatial tuning res이ution of the BM 
displacement for different y is well published by Neely and Kim 

[12].
When the Fig. 5 circuit diagram is coded for Hspice execution, 

the circuit needs to be modified for proper Hspice execution as 

shown in Fig. 6. Three more tricks are be added to the present 
model. The second trick is to add very big 10*Q resistors in 

parallel with 1 capacitors. Those parallel resistors do not affect 

the simulation results but they make Hspice to execute properly. 

The third trick is to add IQ resistors in series with C 

capacitors. Also those serial resistors do not affect the simulation 

results but they are added in order to produce voltage dependant 

current source, Qi, in Hspice because Hspice doest not execute 

for cxirrent dependant current source in the present circuit model. 
The third trick is to design current dependant voltage sources. 

That is to add IQ resistors in series with C3‘ capacitors. Then 

the voltage dependant current source, Qi, is in fact the same as 

current dependant current source because the voltage and the 

current are the same at the IQ resistor. Then R4 and C4 

produce voltage across them because of Qi. The forth trick is to 

make R as the voltage dependant voltage source. 4 produces
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Fig. 6. Hspice version of each sectional impedance, Zi(x)

dependant voltage as proportional to the voltage across R4 and 
C4. We can change the amplifying gain constant, y, by changing 
of the proportional constant of 으i.

III. Results and Discussion

Hspice codes of the cochlear model are written at Appendix 2. 

Hspice program was executed at SUN10 Unix workstation. Fig. 7 
shows the simul거ion results of the one dimensional cochlear 

model. The input frequency is 5 kHz and the amplification gain 

(X)is 1.0. Cochlear fluid mass, LF, is 5E-3 [H]. Fig. 7 (a) 
shows the displacement amplitude response of the basilar 
membrane vibration. X-axis is the distance from the base to the 
apex [cm]. Y-axis is the displacement magnitude in decibel scale 
with reference of nanometer 10'9[m], The magnitude has its peak 

at about 0.92 [cm] and it has about 80 dB sharp tuning bandpass 

filter shape. The figure shows some slight fluctuation just before 
the sharp increase of the peak and the magnitude decreases very 

rapidly after the peak. If the amplification gain is increased the 
figure becomes sharper but it produces more fluctuation at the 

base side. This fluctuation means the backward transmit of the 
actively amplified biomechanical energy from the peak to the 

base. Therefore the amplification gain should be adjusted not to 
produce the fluctuation.

Fig. 7 (b) shows the displacement phase response of the basilar 
membrane vibration. The phase is unwrapped with respect of the 

distance. The total phase shift from the base to the apex is about 
24" [radians]. The pattern of the phase response may be divided 

into three parts; the slow slope from the base to about 0.75 [cm] 
position where the phase is slightly reversed, the rapid slope
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Fig. 7. (a) One dimensional cochlear model displacement amplit니de response, (b) Displacement Phase response, (c) One dimensional cochlear 

model velocity amplitude response, (d) Velocity phase response, (e) Displacement time response. Input frequency = 5 kHz. 

Amplification Gain (/)= 1. LF=5E-3 [//I.
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from about 0.75 [cm] position to about 1.7 [cm] position, the 
saddled slope after about 1.7 [cm] position. Fig. 7 (c) and Fig. 7 

(d) are the velocity amplitude and phase responses of the basilar 
membrane vibration respectively. The velocity magnitude is in 
decibel scale with reference of 10'9[m/sec]. The magnitude has its 

peak at about 0.92 [cm] and it has about 95 dB sharp tuning 
bandpass filter shape. Fig. 7 (e) is the displacement temporal 
response of the basilar membrane vibration. Y-axis scale is linear. 
The 24 冗[radians] phase shift around about 0.92 [cm] position 
significantly shows 5 cycles of vibrations which are physically 
unreasonable. Therefore the one dimensional cochlear model is 
not good enough for the simulation of the cochlear biomechanics.

Fig. 8 the simulation resdts of the two dimensional cochlear 

model. The input frequency is 5 kHz and the amplification gain 

(Y)is 1.0. Cochlear fluid mass, LF, is 5E-4 [H ]. Fig. 8 ⑶ 
shows the displacement amplitude response of the basilar 
membrane vibration. The magnitude has its peak at about 1.0 
[cm] and it has about 30 dB sharp tuning bandpass filter shape. 
The figure shows no fluctuation just before the sharp increase of 
the peak and the magnitude does not decrease very rapidly after 
the peak. If the amplification gain is increased the bandpass filter 

shape becomes sharper. It shodd be noticed that there is an 

amplitude notch just before the sharp increase of the peak. This 
notch may indicate the prohibition of the backward transmit of 
the actively amplified biomechanical energy from the peak to the 
base. Fig. 8 (b) shows the displacement phase response of the 
basilar membrane vibration. The total phase shift from the base 
to the apex is about 3.5 仃[radians]. One significant pattern of the 
phase response is that the phase is reversed at about 0.75 [cm] 
position where the amplitude rapidly increases. Fig. 8 (c) and 

Fig. 8 (d) are the velocity amplitude and phase responses of the 
basilar membrane vibration respectively. And Fig. 8 (e) is the 

displacement temporal response of the basilar membrane 
vibration. The 3.5 [radians] phase shift around about 1.0 [cm] 

position significantly shows 2 cycles of vibrations wliich are 
physically reasonable. Therefore the two dimensional cochlear 
model looks better than the one dimensional simulation of the 

cochlear biomechanics.
Fig. 9 shows the simulation results of the two dimensional 

cochlear model with diff&e마 frequencies; 6400 [Hz], 1600 [Hz], 
400 [Hz]. The amplification gain (y) is 1.0. Cochlear fluid mass, 

LF, is 5E-3 [H ]. Fig. 9 (a) and Fig. 9 (b) are the displacement 

amplitude and phase responses respectively. As the input 

frequency decreases, the peak moves toward the apex. The
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Fig. 8. (a) Two dimensional cochlear model displacement amplitude response, (b) Displacement Phase response, (c) Two dimensional cochlear 

model velocity amplitude response, (d) Velocity phase response, (e) Displacement time response. Input frequency = 5 kHz. 

Amplification Gain (/)= 1. LF=5E-4 [月‘].
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increase of the cochlear fluid mass not o미y increases the 
sharpness of the bandpass filter shape but also increases the 

amount of the phase shift. The increase of the sharpness is more 
significant than the increase of the phase shift. Fig. 9 (c), Fig. 9 

(d) and Fig. 9 (e) show the displacement temporal responses of 
the basilar membrane vibration at each different input frequency 
respectively.

IV. Conclusion

This paper shows one and two dimensional active linear 
modeling of cochlear biomechanics using Hspice. The advantage 
of the Hspice modeling is that the cochlear biomechanics may be 
implemented into an analog IC chip. This paper explains in detail 

how to transform the physical cochlear biomechanics to the 
electrical circuit model and how to represent the circuit in Hspice 
code. There are some circuit design rules to make the Hspice 
code to be executed properly.

Appendix 1 Notification of Symbols

3 = phase [radian]

f = frequency [Hz]

t = time [sec]

x = distance from the base [cm]

G) = angular frequency (= )

印7) = dependant voltage [V]

zjx) = section in甲edance of the transmission line

N = section impedance of the transmission line (= 251) 

y = active amplifying gain=1.0

dx = distance between two adjacent sections = IE-2 [cm]

= input voltage source equivalent to sound pressure onto the ear 

drum [v]

Rm = middle ear characteristic resistance = 400 [Q ]

Lm = middle ear characteristic inductance = 4.5E-2 [ H ]

Cm = middle ear characteristic capacitance = 4.762E-6 [ F ]

LFn = cochlear fluid inductance = 2E-3 [ H ]

LF = cochlear fluid inductance (ID) = 5E-3 [H ]

(a) (b) (c)

x 10-9 Displacement of the Cochlear Partition [cm] x [0-8 Displacerrent of the Cochlear P그rtition [cm]
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cochlear model displacement amplitude responses.

(e)

(b) Displacement Phase responses. (c) Displacement time

response (6과00 Hz), (d) Displacement time response (1600 Hz), (e) Displacement time response (400 Hz). Amplification Gain (/)=

1. LF=3E-3 [H]
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LF = cochlear fluid inductance (2D) = 5E-4 [ H 1 L1251 2756 2759 3.000000e-003

R1251 2759 2760 3.031027e-K)01
&l(x)= BM characteristic resistance = 20.0+ 1500.0xexp(-2.0- x)

ECCS251 2760 2761 2762 0 -l.OOOOOOc+OOO

[Q]
C1251 2761 0 1.924216e-005

aW = BM characteristic inductance 드 3.0E-3 [H] R5251 2761 0 1.000000e-K)18

，r / \ GCCS251 0 2762 2764 2756 1.000000e+000qW = BM 아laractenstic capacitance = 0.909IE-9xexp(4.0- x)
R4251 2762 2763 7.148455e+000

[F]
C4251 2763 0 3.441619e-005

人 2（x） =TM characteristic resistance = 10.0xexp(-2.2- x) [Q ] LHF21 4 3015 5.000000e-004

如（X）
=TM characteristic inductance = 0.5E-3xexp(x) [H ] LHF22 3015 3016 5.000000e-004

LVF22 3015 2765 5.000000e-004qW =TM characteristic c叩acitance = 1.429E-7xexp(4.4- x) [F]
RVF22 2765 15 2.000000e-005

R3(x) =OHC Stereocilia characteristic resistance = 2.0xexp(-0.8- x) LHF23 3016 3017 5.000000e-004

[Q] LVF23 3016 2766 5.000000e-004

RVF23 2766 26 2.000000e-005
=OHC Stereocilia charactenstic caDacitance =

LHF24 3017 3018 5.000000e-004
1.0E-7xexp(4.0- x) [F]

LVF24 3017 2767 5.000000e-004
끼，）

= OHC characteristic resistance 느 1040.0xexp(-2.0- x) [n ] RVF24 2767 37 2.000000e-005

/r / \ LHF25 3018 3019 5.000000e-004
Qw

=OHC characteristic capacitance = 1.626E-9xexp(4.0 - x) LVF25 3018 2768 5.000000e-004

[F] RVF25 2768 48 2.000000e-005

LHF26 3019 3020 5.000000e-004

LVF26 3019 2769 5.000000e-004
Appendix 2 Hspice code of the cochlear model

RVF26 2769 59 2.000000e-005

LHF27 3020 3021 5.000000e-004

251 CASECADED SPICE MODEL OF THE BM LVF27 3020 2770 5.000000e-004

VIN 1 0 AC 0.0198 0.0 RVF27 2770 70 2.000000e-005

LM 1 2 4.500000e-002 LHF28 3021 3022 5.000000e-004

RM 2 3 4.000000crH)02 LVF28 3021 2771 5.000000e-004

CM 3 4 4.762000e-006 RVF28 2771 81 2.000000e-005

RCM 3 4 1.000000eH)09 LHF29 3022 3023 5.000000e-004

LF1 4 15 5.000000e-004 LVF29 3022 2772 5.000000e-004

R31 4 5 2.000000e-H)00 RVF29 2772 92 2.000000e-005

C31 5 14 1.000000e-007

R_C1 14 6 1.000000e^000

L21 4 7 5.000000e-004 LHF11248 7761 7762 5.000000e-004

R21 7 8 l.OOOOOOe뷔)01 LVF11248 7761 7511 5.000000e-004

C21 8 6 1.429000e-007 RVF11248 7511 7261 2.000000e-005

Lil 6 9 3.0000006-003 LHF11249 7762 7763 5.000000e-004

Rll 9 10 1.520000e4003 LVF11249 7762 7512 5.000000e-004

ECCS1 10 11 12 0 -l.OOOOOOeWOO RVF11249 7512 7262 2.000000e-005

Cll 11 0 9.091000e-010 LHF11250 7763 7764 5.000000e-004

R51 11 0 L000000eH)18 LVF11250 7763 7513 5.000000e-004

GCCS1 0 12 14 6 1.000000&+000 RVF11250 7513 7263 2.000000e-005

R41 12 13 1.040000eK)03 LVF11251 7764 7514 5.000000e-004

C41 13 0 1.626000e-009 RVF11251 7514 7264 2.000000e-005

LF2 15 26 5.000000e-004 .AC LIN 1 5000 5000

.PRINT AC VM(ll) VP(ll)

.PRINT AC VM(22) VP(22)

LF251 2754 0 2.000000e-003

R3251 2754 2755 2.728359e-001

C3251 2755 2764 2.116617e-003 .PRINT AC VM(2750) VP(2750)

R_C251 2764 2756 l.OOOOOOeWOO .PRINT AC VM(2761) VP(2761)

L2251 2754 2757 6.030878e-003 .END

R2251 2757 2758 4.177311e-002

C2251 2758 2756 8.189148e-003
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Appendix 3 The fo니rth order dynamic mechanics of the 
cochlear partition impedance

J . d (A3.1)

Z2 — 人2 + ' + ———-
J S (A3.2)

Z3 =^3+77-7
(“3 " D (A3.3)

Z4 - 7?4 4-
(A3.4)

(A3.5)

Kc = I ST ' Z3 = (，1 — I ST )' Z2
(A3.6)

/l= 그兰즈上

From (A3.6) Z2 (A3.7)

W=r-v4 (A3.8)

卩4 = Z4 . IST (A3.9)

From (A3.8) and (A3.9) ^ohc = /" ^4 ' st (A3.10)

V =1 . 一-一 
이" 1 c「s (A3.ll)

From

/ =—그—./ =그으으V
(A3.7) and (A3.10) ST Z2+Z3 1 2 3 Z2+Z3 어"

1. von Bekesy G, Experiments in hearing, (Wiley, New York, I960,)

2. Kemp D.T., "Stim니ated acoustic emissions from within the human 

auditory system", J. Neurophysi이。gy, 34, 802-816, 1978.
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(A3.12)

From

=
(A3.5), (A3.6), (A3.11) and (A3.10)

气:• V函 + Z| • C| • S • 1%, + y •
S 十匕3

Z4 Z2 G .S

Z2+Z3 稣

(A3.13)

Therefore
砰）=끌3珥.仆“空心

1

Z2 +Z3

(A3.14)
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